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INTRODUCTION 

•ff The performance of large sc «It vacuum pan and small scale open pan 

Bulphitation (OFS) technology hoe been analysed in two companion papero, 

(1) and (?) respectively, in the content of a variety of African conditione. 

Thia paper extend« the analysis by comparing the broader economic implications 

that appear to be aeeociated with these technologies.    Chapter I commences 

with an examination of the relative micro-economic porforirance of the 

various cadels developed in the papers referred to above, and continues 

by concidoring the employment generation effect of certain selected models. 

Further economic linkages are di ecu seed in chapter II.    Chapter III providea 

a contra-t between the technologies in a social cost-benefit context, by 

mane of shadow pricing certain important parameters.    Finally chapter IV 

briefly considers the two technologies,  for given seal* of production, in 

terar, of transport cost per tonne of sugar. 

^ 

V 
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I. SOGAR PRODUCTION KOE2LS COKPAíED 

Sugar technology performance is analysed in papers (l) and (?) in 

relation to a variety of scenarios,  which ir.ay principally be clostified 

by length of crushing season (?70 day  'lon¿' season and 150 day  'short1 

season) nnd by Ecale of operation (100 tch and 200 tch for larce scale, 

100 ted ar.d 150 ted for Email ¿cale) in te rais of tonnes of cane per hour 

(tch) or per day  (ted) crushing capacity.    In addition the climatic setting 

for the analysis cf large reale technology was divided into the abcence or 

presence of the need for irrigation of cane,    There are,  therefore, 8 

different models analysed in paper (l),  and k in paper (2), contidered 

fron, a technical viewpoint. 

The resulti: generated by thee« irodels depend also on economic parameter?. 

For simplicity,   the prices of both inputs and outputs ore clarified into 

only two situations,  described as 'low price' and "high price* regimo. 

Further cpr»eration of results can be obtained by considering any combination 

of low ana high prices.    For convenience the results given in papers (l) 

and (?.) are reproduced in Annex 1.    In general one can say that,  given 'he 

technical nnd economic paranieter valuer, underlying the calculations, profit- 

ability increases with length of crushing reason,  is higher in irrigated 

situation:,  (reflecting the assumed considerable increase in cane yields), 

and increases (for each technology) with scale of operation. 

A. Net present values 

A conpari eon of the large and small scale technologies (for the long 

Reason situations) is easier if the results are converted to a per tonne 

of sugar per annum basis, as shown in Table 1 below.    Calculations for the 

OPS technology are based on total sugar output,  irrespective of quulity, 

and are thus slightly higher than would be the case if allowance was made 

for the lower sucrose content of the 3rd sugpr in particular - but this 

argument can be countered by the higher nuitritive value of 3rd sugar. 

* -  - 
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Table 1 Net prosent values per tonne o f sugar pei annuité Ji 

low prices high pri cet- 

Long season ralnfed Discounted at                ÍQJS ÎOJÉ ili 
100 tch -91 556 310 

200 tch ?15 1127 760 

100 tcd -I'll 396 211 

150 tcd -11 610 *19 

A nrall change in the rate of discount in the «ore profitable hiph 

price situations car. be seen to have little effect on relative performance 

beyond raising elightly the position of both the 200 tch and 150 tcd «rodel?. 

In the nhort season rainfed situations,  a broadly siuilar set of resulte 

would obtain, although at the chooer discounfrate (10#) all NPVr. are 

negative. 

Capital requirements for large scale sugar projects are considerable, 

particularly in relation to the annual investment expenditure  (public and 

private) of many developing African countries.    For this reacon it is 

argued, at, in reference (3), that comparison of profitability of technologies 

ought to take the size of capital investment into account: cpecifically that 

coarparicon nhould run in terms of NPV per unit of investirent,  NPV/K, where 

K aeasure«? the discounted sum of fixed capital invested (discounted ranco 

it usually is spread over a number of years).    Tabic 2 chows the discounted 

fixed capital requirécents for each rainfed situation Kodel:  the figures for 

t)ie irrigated situation models are less than 2* higher than the corre spondir,~ 

rainfed situation figuro. 

•ti 

Table 2 

low prices 

Fixed capital requirements in terms of present value* 

100 tcd 

long      short 

100 tch 200 tch 

long      short long     short 

season season ceaeon season   season season 

31.9*     31.99 5*.51   5!».00       0.1*1     O.l»? 

high prices   W.73     W.63   83.56   82.05       O.6O     0.6I 

fi ni Ilion discounted at 10$ p.a. 

150 tcd 

long      short 

season season 

0.51,    C.52 

O.76     0.77 

4 
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The capital requirements for short season situations are slightly 

higher than the long re near, counterparts (whon expenditures are dir?onnt«d) 

on account of the shorter time interval before ¡.upar production coir.n.oncce. 

¿ T«e corresponding NFV calculations take into account, of course,  the fact 

I that revenues are earned one year enrlier. 

I Table j5 provideí, information on NPV/h for each of the long se neon rain- 

| fed situations.    The ordering of the results appears very similar to that 

I obtained in Tab1'' 1, except that  the  cc«ll r;cale nodelr. improve in relation 

| to the otherr. at high priccr and in  fact the 150 ted no del marginally out- 

t performs the ?00 tch iiodcl. 

Tuble 3 NPV • K W) 
100 tch ?0O tch 100 ted 150 ted 

Ir.-» prices -0.16 0.^3 -ü.i»5 -0.0'» 
hi¿h prices 0.63 1A8 o.«6 1.57 

B. Sn,plo.ya,f»nt g¿noration 

A commonly u.'-ed device in lor-paring large and ruuill scale technologies, 

for example with reference to sugar sec-  CO,   is to -ricalate the nunfcer of 

small scale  factor! o-J that, are equivalent  (in terna of either sugar output 

or enpitnl input)  to ..v. large teale  factory.    The pr*;e¡:t work imported 

here goer boyond th.? factory stage cf production:   :ovorthele.;s the ba.-.ia for 

comparison h:n   .-;.siit and nay usefully be employee in re,  in tern;-; of the 

combined mrric-ilturai and factory stagec for the long season rainfed 
situation. 

The sugar output from 28 I50 ted factories would exactly eqiu-1 that 

of a láñale 100 tch factory.    The totol discounted fixed capital cor.t of 

these units would us/junt to ¿14.28 million (corpartd with #1.9'r million 

for the 100 tch factory).    Factory ec.ployn.ent would be ?,36í« (coüpnred with 

kCk) excluding adainir-trativo employees. 

The required cr.nc area to support these small units would r>¡..ount to 

18,6?C hectares (compared with 9,058 hectares):  the agricultural employ- 

ment generated ir based in the small scale models on an estimate of 1 

person per 3 hectnrec (cultivation) plu« 1 person per k hectare;  (harvesting) 

giving a total of 30,8oO persons.    The corresponding total for a 100 tch 

factory is eeticated at approximately 3,000. 

riavfli 
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Finally,  336 people would be employed in administration,  at 12 per 

OPS unit,  against 150 in the 100 ten factory.    Thus total eniployirent in 

OPS unite would equal l8,560 compared with approxin:ately 3»600 required to 

f nervo a single 100 tch factory. 

A cocpaiisoq 0f these results with the corresponding figures obtained 

« if attention is paid to the factory stage only shows that the 0?S capital 

requirement rises from ?Xf,'¿ to kjii that of the 100 Ich nodal once t:ie 

agricultural  &tnge is taken into account whilst t'ic labour requirement 

Jp* falls 'row 1,58??.' to 5l6# that of the 100 tch factory. 

W^ A dollar comparison between $6 OPS unita and a single 200 tch ff:-tory 

,W$ ïihowi th-j OPS capital requirement to be 52$ that of the large factory, 

¿<; whilst the labour requirement ic 5SS;i. 

The skilled labour requirements of the CP£ units arc not,  however, 

no much greater than those of a single large ..mie factory,  based on ;: 

definition of  skilled labour to in¿:lude craft"T.en plus supervisory arni 

managerial grades.    On the estinjtcs given in papers (1) and (2),  t>;<? 

nucber of skilled employee; required on the sugar production ride  (technical 

plus processing) is 12 per OPS unit compared with 1*»9 and 179 for the 100 

tch and ?0O tch factories respectively.    Agricultural and administrativ.? 

ícquircnients for the large scale factories,  in conpari son '..1th the turali 

number required per OPS unit,  greatly reduces this imbalance: overall 

requirements of skilled personnel are estimated at 35? and *»77 for the two 

large factories respectively and ?0 per 0P£ unit.    The relatively greater 

agricultural  requirements for skilled labour by large  factories arc partly 

explained by the higher degree of inechnnisation, implying u>re nai::ten^nce 

B.echar.ica,  partly by the greater niuuunt of supervision likely  to be needed 

by largo scale agriculture. 

«f 

Éaaaâ^iÉaaaaBaÉ^iiaMiiiiH^HrttaMMaMMl 
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II. SUQAB TECilNOLCaY LINKAGES 

The caciai co et benefit analysis carried out in chapter III is based 

on shadow pricing of a r«i;.ber of inputs and outputs directly connected 

with sugar production.   It eau happen,   however,  that coats and benefits 

remit fron: a project without accruing directly to it, and the project 

analyst has then to consider whether or not to introduce these externalities 

into the calculations.   In principle a nun.be r of euch externalities right 

arise in the course of sugar production. 

There are two najor arene where a fugar project might yield external 

benefits to en eoononiy roculting from ite- input requirements.    Firstly an 

inciigenour: engineering industry might  develop in order to produce pieces 

of equipn*nt and spare r«rts.    Secondly  the project's needs for skilled 

r-nnpower arc likely to bo euch, in relation to available supply,  that a 

considerable training effort will be undertaken. 

Given  the  relatively low level of industriali Ration in cany developing 

countries it  is worth considering whether or not a new industrial (or ngro- 

induFtrial)  project will further the process of industrialisation or have 

to irrport all the required equipment throughout the project life.    Even 

when the benefit fron: the project in terms of foreign exchango saving out- 

weigh the additional in-port requirement  for replacement capital the latter 

course means that H stage in the developoent proceas has not been reinforced. 

Vacuuu pan factory plant and equipcent in developing African countries 

is aliroet entirely imported; similarly  epare parts are very largely purchased 

from developed countries.    A change in this situation would seem to require 

cither the eiuorgence of on indigenous engineering industry with.proven quality 

control  rta::dnri.i3 or the creation of suitably lai'ge workshop facilities within 

the sugar indurtry itself.    This latter option does seen, potentially possible 

(technically)  at present in certain countriee: it may be commercially attrective 

in countriee where spare parts are highly taxed or subject to considerable 

delay in transit, but usually the scale of production of individual parts 

to servo a few factories is insufficiently high for economies of ecale to 

be enjoyed - and this say be an important factor in deterring outside 
suppliers too. 

In the case of OPS units the proportion of equipment which oay be 

manufactured dowersticnlly ceems potentially promising. Expenditure on 

tanks, heating belu and furnaces comprises about 2% of the FOB value of 

mmmmmmmmmmmm 
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pînnt and oquipcent, whilsi. filter presses and crystallirers account for e 

further ?%.    Given the relatively low value to bulk density of trine 

i toes it ought to be practical  for domestic manufacturers to produce then. 

at or below their GIF price.     lience it can be expected,  depfiic5in¿; on the 

status of the engineering industry,  that up to Yf,i of the équipant 

(alloving for imported materials) n.i¿ht be ir.anu''aet'irod locally,  at 

least within a few years of the introduction Of ««oh plantB. 

In veil managed vacuuir. pari factories it ic c.ur,L'-.;'.ary to find  training 

prog ranees organised within the factory, both to up grade employee;-   (fro:¡. 

unskilled to semi-skilled,   for example) arid to produce supervisory   staff. 

The opportunity cost of employees tro i nod v.ithir. tri'.- project i.'   i'-.c   rate 

they were previously earning (as unskilled labour for exac.plc). 

Instead of    reducing the market wage now being paid to a .'•!.ndo*-' wage 

rate reflecting opportunity cost  (ar is done for unskilled laboa   employed 

by the- project in chapter III),  internally trained employees can be priced 

at  the  r;.f-r':et vage  rates paid to the». a;id 1 he value of training r.mear ac- an 

additional benefit.    This latter approach ie adopted in thir prpcr,   in 

order to illustrate the benefit which training can yield. 

The internal benefit of training is based on the follov.'i.rg a: :;urr.ptioni•: 

(i)  that ser.i-skilled employees,   trained on t'.e job,   have- a recial  opportunity 

cort e^unl  to  that of unskilled employee«;   (ii)  that  skilled workers have 

a      ;ocial opportunity coat 25*- belo«' the narket coot of en.ployin^ then.; 

(iii)  that  supervisory staff alfo have a cocial opportunity on:-"»   to  7J.-* 

of the market cost of skilled workers.    The estimate of the rocial b?ne.f'it 

of training is thus the difference between the market COM and t¿ie  social 

opportunity cost,  and this is calculated (on a discounted each flew basis;) 

over the project life.    The present value of training,  discounted at 10# 

per nnnum,   ir given as ¿?.35 ndllion for the 100 tch long reafou rninfed 

model and jß'».00 million for the corresponding 2C0 tch model. 

A sugar project can also introduce linkages on the output side,  v/hen 

one of its by-products is used in further processing.    The scope for 

such utilisation ir; discussed in reference (5).    When such opportunity 

exists it l.'iiplies that the by-product's value is increased and ro the 

benefit from the linkage car. at leaf t theoretically be introduced into the 

sugar project calculation.    In practice it cen be diffiuclt to obtain an 

nccurote estimate of the social value of the by product vithout also under- 

taking a full appraisal of the ueer project. 
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In cituntiors". vl.er; cone is supplied by outgrovars the potential for 

extîJT-ili Lies further incjpn;.<r»    In principle association with modern 

faming technique« f.-an lend to chancee in production methods used with 

traditional cronr:  increased yields through fertiliser application io one 

ex.-.i.pl(,  particularly if cane eupply substantially rair-oc the level of 

fari., incorre io that finance in readily available.    On the other hand the 

loi\; lead tin.e  (especially in long censen situations) between platting 

nnd h.'irvertinj,  and the  fact that land clearance) preparation etc.  ie 

nocet.c:nry at the r.tart of the cane cycle fceans that cane payments arc 

received infrequently (in large axounte) and lag expenditures by several 

monthr.    Handling thiB financial situation is • task which requires certain 

fir.r.ncin:   ncphisti nation if rcaxiîrum benefit is to be enjoyed. 
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III. SHADOW PSICINO 

(•' 

I 

x 

The calculations presented in chapter I art based on narkat pricac 

aa obsorved in a number of African countries.    It ie wall known that auch 

pricac can differ» sometimes nub stent i ally, fron the pricec that would 

correctly reflect a country's supply of resources and social preferences. 

Use of market prices in project evaluation is necessary, at least aa a 

firat step, in order to examine the profitability of the project for the 

firm or firms which undertake it, but consideration of the contribution 

which the project can make to the country's social welfare requires thnt 

evaluation is carried out in social (or shadow) prices. 

In essence sh&dow prices should be such that input prices reflect 

social opportunity cost of using the inputs for the particular purpose 

and output prices reflect the utility vhich the uccrof the output receives. 

Measurement of shadow prices is in practice often difficult, requiring 

substantial information beyond that pertaining to the project.    For present 

purposes, given the generality of the price data« a few simplifying assumption* 

are in order.    In consideration of projects relating to particular count ri o a 

•ore specific calculations are usually desirable. 

The variable« for which alternative,  shadow, prices are used have been 

selected to reflect the more co roo n distortions to be found in many develop- 

ing countries: these relate to the prices for labour,  fuel and foreign 

exchange. 

Labour requirements are subdivided into unskilled labour, which 

receives a basic minimum wage (often set by Government ctatute),  and 

other labour which receives a premium reflecting at least to some extant 

the relative scarcity of trained people.    In chapter II it was stated 

that the payment to the latter category of employee would not be adjusted 

(downwards) in the social coat benefit calculation, but instead the value 

•fe1 
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of training used as n measure of the additional benefit which training 

provides. The rhadow wage for unskilled labour ir, taken ae 50# of the 
market wage. 

Taxation of inputs ured by sugar factories varies considerably from 

country to ccintry, but for moat industrial inputr, except those associated 

with road transport vehicles (cars, pick-ups etc)  tax levied is not large. 

For simplicity it is assumed here that tax is levied on only three items, 

viz. vehicles as defined above,  fuel consumed by these vehicles and housing 
oauipment, an chown in Table k overleaf. 

It in not uncommon in developing countries for foreign exchange to be 

undervalued with the consequent excess demand for it blocked by use of 

controls of various kinds.    Such a situation is not surprising,  especially 

if many of the capital goods and a number of important raw materials/ 

intermediate goode have to be imported whereas export earnings are based 

on a narrow range of commodities.    It is assumed here that the shadow 

exchange rate (if tariffs, import controls etc. were abolished) would be 

50* greater than    the official rato (i.e. the shadow price of imported 

goodc is 5<# higher than the market price). 

In order to determine the conversion factor for the various inputs 

it is necessary to specify import and tax contents etc and this data also 
appears in Table k» 

The impact of these price corrections on various categories of 

expenditure is shown in Annex tables II and III, which provide    conversion 

factors for the agricultural and factory expenditures as itemised in 

papers (l) and (2).    The factors are obtained fron, en analysis of the 

relative weights to be attached to the various i teas whose own conversion 

factors are shown in Table k. 
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Table 4 

Paran« ter 

Shedbw prices for selected inputs 

Conversion Iteir. of expenditure CO 
f ac to r ——-—-——-—--————— 

Import 

content 

Tex 

Unskilled 

labour 

Skilled 

labour/ 

Other local * 

expenditure) 

Shadow price/ 

market price 

1.5 
O 

0.5 

1 

Equip-   Vehicles   Ifeus-   Trans-   Other Other 

Bent ing       port       fuel factory 

fuel       and materials 

chemicals 

90 

10 

l.*5 

63 

30 

20 

10 

15 

35 

50 

10 

90 

10 

1.01     0.95       0.85 l.*»5 

30 

70 

1.13 

Tí 

I 

The other major area where consideration of price correction is import- 

ant is in the calculation of revenue.    In papers (l) and (2), sugar is 

priced at /300 per tonne (low price) and jflSOO per tonne (high price). 

At present the world market price for refined sugar, CIF African ports,  is 

around ¿260 per tonne.    Kost long term sugar transactions are settled at 

prices above the prevailing world market price and even without allowing 

for tho possibility that the present world price is below its equilibrium 

trend price it would seem reasonable to take Ä500 per tonne as the CIF price 

for sugar in Africa: adjusting for an overvalued exchange rate implies a 

shadow price of ¿U50 per tonne ex factory, if it is assumed that internal 

distribution cost from the factory is the same as that fro« the port. 

This price for sugar is used in both low and high price modele. 

The shadow price for molasses is increased by 50< to represent the 

effect of the shadow exchange rate. In the papers quoted, the molasses 

price was already based on the world market price. 
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Application of the shadow pricoc and resulting conversion factor«: to 

the ctlculatiom undertaken to measure private profitability show; a condLder- 

ablc change in the result6 for the various models.    Firstly, beeaure the 

rhadow price for rugar iß 2552 below the nauket price,  all short season 

Bodelß now show considerable losses.    For exair.ple in the ?G0 tch rainfed 

nodel,  the NPV aL high prices falls from - JÍ?6.8 aillion to - jß.37.3 million, 

and the project even fnil6 to achieve a surplus of revenue over direct 

operating cost.    Attention is therefoie focusscc on a comparison of lar¿e 

scale and ¿-.Kail reale units in the long season situations, given in 

Tabic 5 below. 

 . -7— 
Measures of social profitability^ 

NTV^ 1KB NiV per tee^ 

/ million % $ 

29.75 15.5 5*1 

97.^5 20.1 886 

Table 5 

Long reason rainfed 

100 tch 

200 Ich 

100 ted 

150 ted 

1/   Kc-aeured at low price s 

2/   ¡Accounted at IO/' por annue. 

¿/   Tonnes of ru~f«r por annua 

1.01 

1.8'» 

22.1 

26.3 

768 

935 

Comparison with the corresponding resulto for private profitability 

in Annex I shows that social returns are higher, given the rhadow price 

converoion factors,  than private returns.    In addition,  social returns from 

small scale units arc now higher than those fron, large scale factories. 

Closer examination of this result reveals that this relative i«provecent 

in due largely to the following points: 

(i)     agricultural and factory operating costs at social prices are slightly 

lower in the case of I50 ted OPS units than at private prices, whereas in 

the 200 tch factory rcodel they are approximately 20>> higher; 

(ii) total fixed cuiital requirements at social instead of private prices 

increase by 27-55* in the case of 150 ted unita compared with a rise of 

31.6% for the 200 tch model. 
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IV.  SUGAR DISTRIBUTION 

The analysis contained in papere (1) and (2) has concentratsd on 

sugar production.    Since 90& or rr^ro of suger confuir.pti.on in rros-'t develop- 

ing countries le by houreholdn,  it is important to coneider also the 

dirtribution stage.    One problem in attempting to model  this aspect concerns 

the extent to which pavement of sugar ic controlled by Gcv.Mnt.cfct inter- 

vention, partly because of the high taxation that often is ir.nosed,  partly 

becauro of relative scarcity in available ropply.    Analysis here concentrates 

on • fairly simple situation,  which nevertheless throws light on relative 

transport coste. 

By combining data on sugar consumption per head and population density 

one can estiiuite the area that would be nerved by facto rica with given 

sugar outputs.    Thus a 150 ted unit operating in a long season situation 

produce E 1965 tonnes of sugar.    If population density around thin r.nit is 
2 

100 per kit' and the population has a sugar consumption of 10 kg per head 

then this unit can serve an area given by a circle of approximately 23 ktr¡ 

radius.    Forsake of simplicity it ir. assumed that the average trip length 

(to distribute the sugar) is equal to the radius:  if the population vere 

uniformly distributed throughout the area and each distribution could bo 

done in a ctraight line (as the crow flieE1) then the avernge trip length 

would be $ of the i-ndlus.    Given a transport cost of ¿ O.05 per tonne 

kilometre, this iiaplien a transport cost of ¿1.25 per tonne of sugar. 

Calculations similar to that outlined above have been made on the b&sis 

of 3 values for each of sugar conniption per head and      population density 

for 3 long reason rodele (150 ted,  100 tch and 200 tch),  evaluated at a 

transport cost o* ¿0.05 per tonne J;m.   These results are shown in An.iex IV. 

For the same parameter values as used above, the corresponding transport 

costs per tonne of sugar aie ¿6.62 (100 tch) : nd ¿9.36  (200 tch). 
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In practice,  ougnr diatribution will depend on how eugar conauKption 

per head varies fror, region to region within a country: usually in developing 

countries per endita consumption in urban areas it osvsral tinea   the 

nationu?. avurnge and {»metiaee conaumption in rural areao ia close to aero. 

In this caco the transport of -ugar will be »ore concantratod (for exasple 

by mil at a lover coet per tonne ka),  eo that the figures given in Annex IV 

chould be seen as representing the maxi «urn gap between esali ecale and lare* 
acale situations. 

The differential transport coot (for coneusption of 10 kg per head and 

population der.Bity of 100 per km2) between a 150 ted factory and a 200 tch 

factory is /58.1 per tonne.    Tha discounted present valus of|B.l per tonne 

of sugar produced by a 200 tch factory over 25 years (110,000 tonnes per 

annur.) is approximately jRS million: this figure thus represente the Kaxinua 

sdditional transport cost associated with concentrating production at a 

single site in tha neat unfavourable circumstance (whan population and can 

growing areac are uniformly distributed throughout sn entire country). 

* -  — 
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ANNSX I 

Net presont valuta and internal rates of return 

Annual               low prices hi¿h prices 
SUgar 

production         NPV»      IRP KPvi^                    IRP 
000 tonnée fi Billion       ?„' $ Bullion                 % 

1. IX tch 

Long season nir:fed 55.0 -5.0 8.7 30.6 
irrig- 

ated 55.0 7.2 11.7 53.8 
Short seneon   rain fed 30.5 -41.5 lo RS -*0.3 

irrig- oaring 
ated 30.5 -?6.3 0.9 -18,1 

2. 200 tch 

Long season rainfcd 110.0 ?3.7 13.* 12*.0 
irrig- 

ated    • 110.0 *8.0 16.1 16*. 9 
Short season   rainfed 61.0 -*8.5 0.7 -26.8 

irrig- 

ated 61.0 -20.2 6.* 19.1 

Snail ccnle open pan 

1. 100 ted 

Long season 

Short season 

2. 150 ted 

Long cear-on 

rainfed 

rainfed 
1.31 

0.73 

-0.19 

-0.93 

rainfed      1.97 -0.02 

6.5 
loss 

Baking 

9.5 

0.5? 

•1.07 

1.20 

15.0 

17.3 

1.9 

6.5 

20.? 

22.2 

7.1 

12.0 

15.* 
loss 

trfiking 

18.9 

•MWMWlA;J-»JiJlnW A.. 
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Short caauon rainftd 

ANHSX I cont'd 

Annual low pricaa 

Sugar 

production NPV» not 

000 tonnoB $ million       % 

1.09       -1.12 losa 

asking 

high pricaa 

HI»«*/ IBS 

$ Billion * 

-1.15 losa 

taking 

y   ¡Accounted at 10JÉ par annua. 
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ANNEX II 

Conversion factors for large r.calo agricultural and factory expenditures 

% 

Activity 

1. Agriculture 

(a) land clearance/rood construction 

(b) land preparation/planting 

plant/ratoon cultivation 

civil engineering 

harvesting : long season 

short season 

adaánictration 

Conversion factor 

0.97 
1.08 

1.24 

1.15 
1.10 

1.07 

1.03 

2. Factory 

(a) installation/civil works 

(b) »anagerial staff/skilled and semi okilled 

unskilled/labour 

process materiale 

repairs and replacement naterials 
fuel 

adacellaneous 

1.18 

1.00 

0.50 

1.17 

l.*0 

1.32 

1.11 

3. Administration 

operation cost 1.00 

or 
A 
à 
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ANNEX III 

Convereion factors for roall scale agricultural and factory expenditure«» 

Attività 

1. Acriculture 

(a) land clearar.se/road construction 

(b) land praparution/planting 

plant crop cultivation 

ratoon crop cultivation 

civil engineering 

harvesting 

administration 

Conversion factor 

0.8^ 

1.00 

0.98 

0.6C 

O.?0 

0.95 
1.00 

2, Factory 

(a) installation/civil worke 

initial training 

(b) canagerial staff/skilled labour 

unskilled/soid skilled labour 

process materials 

repaire and replacement materials 

fuel 

•iacellaneoue 

1.18 

1.50 

1.00 

0.50 

1.2* 

1.35 

l.«K> 

1.00 
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ANNEX IV 

Traneport cost per tonne of cu£«r (/Í) 

Sugar conLun.ption per hend 

íK 

1 

1. 150 ted 

population density per kn 

40 

100 

250 

5ke 10kc 15¡<c 

2.8 2.0 1.6 
1.8 1.3 1.0 
1.1 0.8 0.6 

2. 100 tch 

40 

100 

250 

14.8 10.5 8.5 
9.4 6.6 5.4 

5.9 4.2 3.4 

3. 200 tch 

40 

100 

250 

20.9 14.8 12.1 

13.2 9.4 7.6 
8.4 5.9 4.8 

nip »II   l|L(. ly J,HIUUlMuia«*", 
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